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Representation of Concepts Interaction in Words and Contexts
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Abstract: The article argues that the relationships between certain ideas represented in modern languages have
a long-lasting history and can be traced back to the original tongue that is Proto-Indo-European. Some of these
relationships defined as cognitive bonds that link concepts within a world map are expressed in various
linguistic phenomena from the reconstructed semantics of Proto-Indo-European roots to polysemy,
collocations, idioms or contexts to which reference is made as written records become available. The notion of
conceptual knot that reflect the structural organization of cognitive bonds is introduced into practice and
described. The role of cognitive bonds in derivational processes and meaning development is studied. 
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INTRODUCTION languages, the formation of conceptual knots that are

Recently there have been studies that point to a representation of established cognitive bonds in specific
certain relationship between words for weaving and contexts and works of literature.
singing, weaving and poetry [1,2], weaving and writing
[3], speaking, etc. that can be united under a general idea MATERIALS AND METHODS
of language usage, as if an invisible thread of thought ties
words together in a textile of text. We believe that there is The absence of written documents makes it
an interaction of such generalized ideas in our impossible to study some items of language material that
consciousness that give us these regularities in are traditionally used for defining the features of
vocabulary   development  in  different  languages.  These concepts: figurative nominations of a concept, contextual
ideas  or concepts defined as mental lexicon units [4], synonyms, nonce words, set expressions and idioms,
units of knowledge [5] are the result of the cognitive comparisons, various types of texts including author’s
activity of society members and are grounded on interpretations and dictionary definitions, articles and
encyclopedic information about their referents, as well as essays on the topic, etc. [6]. Despite the limited linguistic
interpretation and evaluation of the latter in public material it is still possible to rely on lexical categories such
consciousness [6]. Concepts compose a conceptual as synonymy, antonymy, polysemy, hyponymy that
sphere or world map and relationships between them, reflect paradigmatic relations. So the primary methods are
sometimes based on metaphors [7] sometimes not, form its comparative historical method and etymological analysis,
structure. as well as morpheme and component analyses.

No doubt the Proto-Indo-Europeans had a specific It is also possible to obtain some pieces of
world map of their own that was verbally represented in knowledge reflecting the attitude, evaluation of reality and
the semantics of the language they spoke [8]. In the interpretation of social and cultural phenomena from
course of analysis the following ideas are put into context: comparative analysis of rituals, beliefs and customs of
the problems of reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European Indo-European peoples that are related to the concept
world map structure and its concepts, types of cognitive under study. Thus, for example, some evidence found in
bonds, the development of world map structure in time rituals points to the fact that a bear symbolized the fertility
and the reflection of cognitive bonds in cognate of nature [9]. Some scholars suggest that a cow, a snake,

more complex structures based on cognitive bonds,
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insects were believed to be of fiery nature and symbolized retain it when necessary. The loss of vigours may be well
it [10], etc. The peculiarities of Proto-Indo-European accompanied by the loss of control and power. As it has
concepts reconstruction were also considered in earlier been mentioned the Proto-Indo-European root *pótis-
works devoted to the issue [11]. means “force, strength”, but other researchers also

Correspondently, on the basis of the systemization reconstruct the meaning “ruler, lord” [12]. Others suggest
of the reconstructed linguistic material it is possible to the existence of a derived lexeme *pot - “host, lord” [13].
define the Proto-Indo-European concepts and relations It is found in the underlying forms of words such as
between them sometimes based on extended metaphors, gospod’ - “lord”, gospodin - “lord, master” in Russian
sometimes not. Certain features reconstructed in the and hospes, hospitis - “host, the lord of guests” in Latin
course of analysis form cognitive bonds that may appear that go back to a Proto-Indo-European compound *ghost-
as markers while studying the changes and development pot- [13]. Despite the changes in semantics in daughter
of concepts as well as comparing the world maps of languages the derivatives still preserve the idea of a
peoples that speak cognate languages. The research relies person extending his power on people or objects. Other
on previous works and results in comparative and cognate words include gosudar - “sovereign”,
historical linguistics. gosudarstvo - “state, government, country under a

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Sanskrit, pósis - “husband” in Greek, brûth-faths -

Having been established in distant past, some English that go back to Latin potentâtus - “ruler, political
cognitive bonds between concepts survive to this day, power”. Similarly modern English power that among
being rather stable and obvious. As such relationships others has the meaning of “political or social authority” is
are formed they may participate in the development of an ultimate development of Latin potis - “powerful,
new cognitive bonds. Thus, several concepts that become mighty”. The derivatives of Proto-Indo-European root
adjacent by means of a common concept they have *wal- include vlast’ - “power, authority”, vladika - “ruler,
developed cognitive bonds with, may also form links lord”, vlastelin - “potentate, ruler” in Russian, walo -
between one another that bundle them up tight in a “king, potentate” in Tocharian, flaith - “estate,
structure that we define as conceptual knot. The key idea supremacy” in Old Irish gwlad - “country” in Welsh. The
here is that the adjacent concepts start to complement and latter two give an idea of a territory on which one’s power
define some of each other content. And again the traces is extended. Lexemes veldéti in Lithuanian and waldan in
of these cognitive bonds may be found in the underlying Gothic express the idea of “to rule, to govern”. The Latin
form of derivatives as well as collocations and within one lexeme valçre - “be strong, significant” is the source for
and the same contexts. This may be illustrated by means English valid - “have enough power to be accepted by
of a conceptual knot the core of which is the concept authority” and its derivative validate - “make or declare
FORCE. Beyond all doubt, this concept has a rather legally valid” [12,13]. The root *magh- has a less number
complex and elaborate structure today due to its of derivatives expressing the cognitive bond, among
significance  and  broad  understanding and which are polnomochiya - “authorities”,
interpretation. But as linguistic analysis shows even in upolnomochenniy - “plenipotentiary, the person who
Proto-Indo-European times the concept occupied one of represents authority”. In English and Spanish the
the central positions within the world map and was equivalent meanings are expressed by the derivatives of
expressed by a number of Proto-Indo-European roots the Proto-Indo-European root *potis-, e.g. plenipotentiary,
most representative of which are *magh- - “might, force, pleno poder, apoderado. Other derivatives include
ability”, *pótis- - “force, strength”, *wal- - “be strong” mogushestvo - “power”, vsemogushiy - “all-mighty”,
[12,13]. mighty [12,13] in collocations mighty king, mighty lord,

The cognitive bond that links concept FORCE with where mighty presumes possession of unlimited power.
concept POWER (AUTHORITY) is one of the most The cognitive bond is expressed in Russian idioms such
representative and stable. Its establishment seems pretty as chia sila, togo I volia - “the one who has strength has
obvious since authority presumes the supremacy in will”; sil’naya ruka - vladika - “a strong hand is a ruler”;
strength  and  power  either  physical,  mental  or  other. gde sila, tam I zakon - “where is strength there is the law”,
To climb to power one has to make efforts as well as to etc.

political power” in Russian, páti-s - “host, owner” in

“bridegroom” in Gothic, potentate - “ruler or monarch” in
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In many languages the derivatives of the Proto-Indo- concept KNOWLEDGE. Russian znat’ - “know”, English
European roots express the concept PROPERTY,
including the idea of a territory on which one’s strength
or power is extended. Similarly to authority, accumulation
of capital demands physical and mental efforts. Strength
may be gathered, saved and measured as if something
that is in a person’s possession. The economically strong
state extends its power in the international arena, etc.
Thus, Sanskrit maghá-m - “power, wealth” goes back to
Proto-Indo-European root *magh-. English and Spanish
words meaning “to own” and “beloning” possess, poseer

possession,  posesión   are   the   developments of
Latin posidçre - “be the owner”, the derivative of *pot-
(the  source  of  Latin  potens - “strong, mighty”) [12]. The
derivatives of *wal- that express the cognitive bond are
valôrem - “economic value”  valçre - “be valuable,
strong” in Latin; vladet’ - “own, possess, know”,
vladeniye - “property, domain”, obladat’ - “have, possess
(knowledge, skill)” in Russian; to wield - “have and be
able to use” [13], e.g. to wield little power, to wield a
sword in English where a possession of knowledge and
skills makes a person strong. It is also found in the
underlying forms of lexemes volost’ - “a territorial district
in Old Russia”,  Valencia  (a  region in modern Spain).
This cognitive bond may also be illustrated by the lexeme
lord - “ruler master” that  is  a  result  of  compounding
hlaf - “bread” and weard - “keeper” [8]. In Russian there
is a saying   , literally
“the strength and glory are obedient to riches”. English
from rags to riches is equivalent to Russian

, literally “from dirt to kings”. In fact the very words
riches  and  rich  are  cognate   with   modern  German
reich -  “rich”,  Gothic   reiks   -   “mighty,   sovereign”,
reiki - “rule, realm, kingdom”, Old Irish rî - “king”, Latin rex
- “king”, Sanskrit rajâ - “king”, raj - “realm, kingdom” [14],
etc.

The described concepts also establish cognitive
bonds with concept KNOWLEDGE. Knowledge and skills
acquisition demands a lot of efforts and are necessary for
promotion, etc. This cognitive bond is reflected in the
idiom that entered many language world maps: sciencia
potencia est, znaniye - sila, knowledge is power. Thus,
Old Persian maguš - “magician”, in other words the
person whose knowledge and skills makes him powerful
and superior, goes back to Proto-Indo-European root
*magh- and the source for Russian mag, magia, English
magic, etc. English value - “meaning”, valid - “based on
sensible reasoning” in English, valido - “acknowledged”
in Spanish go back to*wal- [13]. Russian umet’ - “can” is
a derivative from um - “intellect, mind” that expresses  the

can and know are derivatives from Proto-Indo-European
root *gn - “know” [12,13]. Bundled up in a conceptual
knot cognitive bonds that link FORCE, AUTHORITY,
PROPERTY, KNOWLEDGE are expressed in collocations
and contexts, e.g. bagazh znaniy - “mental furniture”,
literally “baggage of knowledge”, nakaplivat’ znaniye -
“accumulate knowledge”, etc. (KNOWLEDGE-
PROPERTY), wield power, etc. (PROPERTY-
AUTHORITY), usileniye vlasti - “strengthening of the
power”, etc. (FORCE-AUTHORITY), znat’ - “gentry,
noble”, literally “well-known”, etc. (KNOWLEDGE-
AUTHORITY), etc. In this respect it is worth noting that
cognitive bonds, as well as the Proto-Indo-European
roots demonstrate different degree of representation and
productivity in daughter language world maps. Thus, in
the Russian world map the Proto-Indo-European root
*wal- is more productive in representing the cognitive
bond FORCE-AUTHORITY, while in English and Spanish
it is *potis.

The division based on the principle of the diachronic
representation of cognitive bonds involves at least three
types and reflects the changes that have occurred in the
world view, as well as the languages spoken by the
descendants of Proto-Indo-Europeans in time. The
cognitive bonds of the third type that survive and
manifest themselves, to certain extent, in modern world
maps have already been illustrated and analyzed. But
there are Proto-Indo-European cognitive bonds that
appear broken and no longer exist in both conceptual
sphere and language, cognitive bonds that are reflected
in the language only but has weakened or left the
conceptual sphere and, finally, cognitive bonds that has
preserved to this day. Certainly, there are also cognitive
bonds that never existed in Proto-Indo-European world
map and are later developments. The cognitive bonds of
the first type linked  certain  phenomena  within  the
Proto-Indo-European world map but in a course of time
due to the changes in reality perception, new knowledge
acquisition and correspondent transformations in
worldview or some other reasons were broken and no
longer seem obvious in contemporary world maps of the
peoples speaking Indo-European languages. This means
that today one can hardly understand or see the
connection between the two concepts or phenomena that
were once closely related. Thus, milk , for instance,
doesn’t seem sacred to us, though in Proto-Indo-
European tradition it was [9]. 
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The cognitive bond of the second type is the one “Cows on a TREE?” 
that appears to be not so strong or even no longer “They have some sort of Alpine pastures here…
present in modern conceptual spheres, but traces of They don’t bite nor butt, since they have no teeth
which can still be found in language (in underlying forms and horns! These cows are green.”
of words and derivatives) or discourse. The cognitive “And how do you call them?” - asked Valia. 
bond that links concept CATTLE and INSECTS may serve “Haven’t you guessed? It is a greenfly, an ordinary
as an example. Professor Makovsky states that insects as insect… Greenflies stand high in ant’s esteem, like
well as cattle were associated with the notion of fire and cows in people’s. Ants milk them, drink their milk
traces back the Old English word for “insect” - wicga and… Oh, be careful, please! Don’t step in the milk!”
together with a Latin word vacca - “cow” to the same [15].
Proto-Indo-European root *uak- - “burn” [10]. Professor
Shaposhnikov in his etymological dictionary of the Judging by the metaphors in this extract one may
Russian language points to  some  interesting  regularities conclude that some of the ideas and associations based
in names for some insects. Thus, the lexeme zhuk - “bug” on the cognitive bond described above may still be
goes back to the same root as goviadina - “beef” with the around. However this is by no means an exceptional case
initial meaning “referring to cows and bulls”. It is believed when cognitive bonds find representations in different
that the Proto-Slavic form of the word pchela - “bee” contexts. Similarly, the above mentioned cognitive bond
originated from the word *bik - “bull” [13]. Taking into that links the ideas of WEAVING and SPEAKING is found
consideration that lexemes ï÷åëà and bee, áûê and bull are in the works of Homer and other Greek poets [1, 2]. There
cognates as American etymologists state [12], then it is also a number of set phrases and idioms in different
would be logical to conclude that this cognitive bond languages, e.x. zaviazat’ razgovor - “to start a
manifests in English as well. Another example is the conversation”, literally “to tie a conversation”, etc. The
lexeme ovod  -  “gadfly”  the  Proto-Slavic  form    of which links between POWER, FORCE, PROPERTY and
- *ovad originates from the word meaning “sheep” [13]. KNOWLEDGE that constitute a conceptual knot
As shown, the semantic relation of insects with horned described above, lie in the basement of the book
animals is still reflected at least in the Russian language. Powershifts: knowledge, wealth and violence at the edge
For example, bozhia korovka - “ladybug”, literally “God’s of the 21  century by A. Toffler. The cognitive bonds
cow”; zhuk-korovka severnaya, literally “northern cow- SKY-GOD and SKY-COVER that were described in detail
bug”; zhuk-korovka chernaya, literally “black cow-bug ”; in previous works [9, 16] are also worth noting in this
zhuk olen’ - “stag beetle”, etc. It seems that the cognitive respect. They find representation in Caedmon’s Hymn
bond has become a rather productive pattern for coining that is considered to be the first English poem, where the
new zoological terms that are names for insects and later, author praises meahte ond mod geÞanc - “the might and
as the initial bond started to break, it extended to other mind-wisdom”  of  the  Lord who has made heofon to
animals as well, e.g. klop-cherepashka - “corn bug”, hrofe - “heaven as a roof”  calling  him  heofon  rices
literally “turtle bug”; zhuk-nosorog - “unicorn-beetle”, weard - “the keeper of the heavenly kingdom”. 
literally “rhinoceros-bug”, tiger beetle etc. Finally, this Another example of this type of cognitive bond that
cognitive bond can also be found in discourse that has recently started acquiring this status and appears in
proves that the ideas mentioned are still flying in the air. a transitory stage is the one that links CATTLE and
To illustrate this we provide a translation of an extract PROPERTY. Thus, Proto-Indo-European root *peku- has
taken from a story for children “The incredible adventures derivatives in Old Prussian and Sanskrit that mean
of Karik and Valia” written by a Soviet writer Yan Larry “cattle”. Pecus - “cattle” and pecûnia - “money” are
published in 1937. In this story two kids drink a derivatives found in Latin that resonate in modern
substance, become very small, find themselves in a world Spanish in words pecuario - “cattle-breeding”, peculio -
of insects and a professor comes to their rescue: “personal assets”, peunia - “money, coin”. The Old

“…Before we move on we'll snatch a good bite… Germanic *feHu, used to mean “cattle”, “property”,
Would you like some milk?” … “Look!” - the “money”. Today the lexeme fee means “money paid for
professor pointed above,- “Herds of cows are service”. In Old Russian the lexeme skot used to mean
grazing here” “cattle”, “property”, “strangles”. Today only the first

st

English lexeme feoh, having originated from Proto-
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meaning survives. It is also cognate to the Gothic lexeme 4. Kubryakova, E.S., V.Z. Demyankov, Y.G. Pankrats
skatts - “money” and the lexeme Schatz - “wealth” in alnd L.G. Luzina, 1996. Terminological dictionary of
modern German [12,13]. 

CONCLUSION

In the course of time some cognitive bonds may lose
its topicality and disappear from a conceptual sphere and
a language world map. Others, having disappeared from
a conceptual sphere, may still be traced in language world
maps. Finally there are cognitive bonds that appeared
stable enough to survive in time and are still reflected in
languages, having become the fundamental base that to
some extent define our thinking. The issues of world maps
dynamics and development reveal the problems of new
cognitive bonds formation and representation in
languages. Such cognitive bonds participate in the
formation of more complex structures such as a
conceptual knot that ties closely together several
concepts. Cognitive bonds are represented in various
language phenomena including the underlying forms of
words, contexts and works of literature. The
reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European world map
sheds light on the nature and development of cognitive
bonds as mental guidelines and reference points for
representation of ideas in the language. 
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